The Catholic Church has been hiding secret Gospels because they don't want you to know the REAL truth?!?
DID YOU KNOW...

JESUS WAS MARRIED, HAD CHILDREN, AND DIDN'T REALLY RISE FROM THE DEAD?!?
Moses never existed,
Jesus was actually a murderer,
and most Bible stories were just made up?!?
YOU DIDN'T KNOW?

THEN TUNE IN THIS CHRISTMAS OR EASTER TO FIND OUT THE REAL TRUTH THAT THE CATHOLIC CHURCH DOESN'T WANT YOU TO KNOW!
LET'S LOOK AT 2 EXAMPLES FROM THE FOLLOWING GNOSTIC GOSPELS:

1. THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS
   (VERSES 14 AND 114)

2. THE INFANCY GOSPEL OF THOMAS
   (STORIES 3 AND 4)
As you can tell, these gnostic gospels are quite a bit different from the 4 canonical (in-the-bible) gospels.

When the church was making its final decisions on which books should be included in the bible, it purposefully rejected a number of extra "gospels" for 3 main reasons:

#1 The books were written too many years after the time of Jesus and his apostles

#2 The first Christians never allowed these books to be read at masses

#3 People knew the books contained some heretical (false) teachings about Jesus
Yet even though Catholics have known about the Gnostic Gospels since the beginning, every year (especially around important Christian holy days) many popular magazines, TV channels, and news websites will run stories which claim to have “brand new”, “secret” information that proves Jesus wasn’t who the Bible says he is...

But why would they do this???

but why would they do this???

To make money, duh!